Breville The
Smart Grinder
Pro
The perfect coffee needs a precise amount of freshly
ground beans. But adjustments in grind size require
different grind times to achieve a consistent dose.
Breville's conical burr Smart Grinder uses Dosing IQ
technology to automatically adjust the dose whenever
you change the grind. The Smart Grinder Pro still has
an LCD display, 450g removable hopper, and comes
with two grinding cradles for dosing directly into 5054mm or 58mm commercial espresso filters. In addition,
there's an air-tight storage canister, suitable for plunger
or filter coffee. Conical Grinder - Conical burr grinders
are most commonly used in commercial environments.
The heavy burrs deliver a very consistent grind for a
balanced extraction. They also turn more slowly to
minimise heat transferring to the grinds to maximise
flavour. Hands Free - The oil responsible for an
amazing crema evaporates from ground coffee in a
matter of minutes. That’s why grinding on demand is the
preferred method to maximise flavour. The easiest way
to grind on demand is to grind directly into your
espresso filter. Hands free. Dosing IQ - Adjustments in
grind size require adjustments in your grind time to
ensure a consistent dose for your choice of coffee style.
Dosing IQ automatically adjusts the dose as you adjust
the grind. Adjustable Grind Size - Different coffee styles
require different grind sizes to maximise flavour, be it
plunger, espresso or drip filter. Grinders with more
adjustments will allow more flexibility. Automatic Dosing
- Automatic Dosing allows a consistency in the volume
of dose each and every use. Adjustable Grind Size with
60 grind settings Dose automatically adjusts as you
tweak your grind size Hands free dosing directly to your
chosen filter and handle Dose adjusts for number of
shots or cups selected 450 gram hopper capacity
Includes 2 Porta-filter cradles suitable for 50-54mm

filters and 58mm commercial filters, air tight grinds
container, cleaning brush
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